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Perinatal stress is a susceptibility factor for the development of
mental disorders, whose etiology is in possible changes in the
integrity or functionality of neurobiological circuits. The aim of our
study is to investigate the effects of double perinatal stress,
consisting of the association of prenatal hypoxia ischemia and short
maternal separation, on behavior depressive-like and levels of
dopamine, serotonin and their metabolites in basal midbrain.
Hypoxia Ischemia was induced by clamping the uterine arteries of
pregnant rats for 45 minutes, on the 18th day of gestation. The same
conditions were applied to form the SHAM group only without
clamping the arteries. Maternal separation was performed from the
first to the sixth day of birth. The anxiety-like and depressive-like
behavior were analyzed by the open field, plus maze, forced swim
and head shaking tests. Nociception response was evaluated by hot
plate test. Analysis of the serotonin, dopamine and their metabolites
contents in basal midbrain and prefrontal cortex were done by high
performance liquid chromatography. Data were compared with a
two-way ANOVA, expressed by mean � SEM. Double perinatal
stressed rats showed increase of depressive-like behavior and
mesencephalic serotoninergic hypoactivity. These results are con-
sistent with the hypothesis of increased vulnerability of the
serotonergic system for perinatal stress.
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Regulation and localization of plasticity-related proteins (PrPs)
are important for proper synapse maturation and function. Kinesin 1
motor protein family is known to be important in carrying and
distributing PrPs and mRNAs in dendrites. The three members of
kinesin 1 family, namely KIF5A, B and C, were traditionally
thought to be functionally redundant. However, previous studies
found different phenotypes in knockout mouse models of each
kinesin 1 family member. It therefore suggests that each kinesin 1
member has specific functions. In order to test this hypothesis, a
KIF5B conditional knockout mouse model was generated, in which
CRE recombinase expression was driven by CaMKII promoter to
remove kif5b exon 2 endogenously. We used western blot and
immunohistochemical staining to confirm the reduced protein level
of KIF5B in the conditional knockout mouse model, while there was
no significant effect on other isoforms of the kinesin 1 family. We
also found that KIF5B conditional knockout mice had increased
protein level of PSD95, NR2B, and GluR2. Next, we performed a
series of behavioral tests to evaluate the cognitive functions of
KIF5B conditional knockout mice. We found that they showed no

significant different in anxiety-related behaviors, but they showed
learning deficits in auditory-cued fear conditioning, novel object
recognition test, three-chamber social interaction test, and Barnes
maze. To investigate the cause of behavior deficit, we carried out
chronic two-photon intravital imaging. We found that KIF5B
conditional knockout mice showed an increase of dendritic spine
turnover rate over a 7-day observation period. We will further
investigate the role of KIF5B in learning-induced dendritic spine
plasticity by in vivo imaging.
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The contribution of adult hippocampal neurogenesis (AHN)
impairment on cognitive decline in early Alzheimer’s disease (AD)
remains poorly understood. This can be ascribed to the technical
difficulties to measure AHN in post-mortem brains and patients.
Furthermore, most animal models of AD exhibit an aggressive
neuropathology at early age and harbor gene mutations and express
transgenes that disrupts AHN by pathways not directly involved in
AD pathology. To overcome some of these limitations, we studied
AHN at pre-plaque stage (6-month-old) in hemizygous (Tg+/-) and
homozygous (Tg+/+) McGill-R-Thy1-APP transgenic rats. This
model exhibits a much less aggressive neuropathology that never-
theless is associated with a marked cognitive impairment from early
age. Our results revealed that Tg+/+ rats showed a reduced number
of PCNA+ cells, DCX+ immature neurons and BrdU+/NeuN+
colabed neurons in dorsal and ventral dentate gyrus. Moreover,
dendritic arborization was less developed. AHN was not impaired in
Tg+/- rats, although dendritic arborization was slightly decreased.
On the other hand, both hemizygous and homozygous rats exhibited
spatial memory impairments in the Morris water maze. These results
suggest that: 1) AHN is dysregulated from the pre-plaque stage in
homozygous rats; 2) AHN impairment is dependent on APP
transgene copy numbers since hemizygous rats did not show it; 3)
Dysregulation of AHN is not directly associated with spatial
memory impairments since hemizygous rats exhibited spared
neurogenesis despite showing spatial memory deficits. Funding:
International Society for Neurochemistry CAEN Grant and
Andaluc�ıa TECH-ICE (PG), and PICT-2015-0285 (LM).
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CONCLUSIONS 
NEUROGENESIS (PROLIFERATION, MATURATION AND SURVIVAL) IS IMPARED IN PRE-PLAQUE 
(6-MONTH-OLD) HOMOZYGOUS (Tg+/+) TRANSGENIC RATS 
NEUROGENESIS IMPAIRMENT SEEMS TO BE DEPENDENT ON APP TRANSGENE COPY NUMBERS 
SINCE HEMIZYGOUS RATS DID NOT SHOW IT 
Tg+/+ ARE IMPARED IN A BEHAVIORAL TASK SENSITIVE TO NEUROGENESIS DYSREGULATION     

HOMOZYGOUS (Tg+/+) RATS SHOW LESS PROLIFERATION AND 
A REDUCED NUMBER OF INMATURE NEURONS    

Tg+/+ rats showed a significantly lower number of PCNA+ cells (upper) and 
doublecortin (DCX) positive immature neurons (lower) in the dorsal hippocampus. 
*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01 ANOVA post-hoc analyses. N = 3-5 rats per group.  

HOMOZYGOUS (Tg+/+) RATS ARE IMPAIRED IN AN OBJECT PATTERN SEPARATION TASK 

Pattern separation load 
Low 

Sample 

High 

Choice 

Tg+/+ NOT impaired Tg+/+ impaired 

Tg+/+ explored more time the objects 
during the sample trial in both 
conditions (low and high pattern 
separation load) (Genotype: F(1,21) = 
15,62; p < 0.001). WT = 14; Tg+/+ = 9. 

Tg+/+ rats were unable to resolve 
correctly the task when the pattern 
separation load was high, but were 
successful when the pattern separation 
was low. ***p < 0.001; *p < 0.05 vs. 
hypothetical zero value (one-sample t-
tests). #p < 0.05 (ANOVA). 

Tg+/+ SHOW A REDUCED NUMBER OF 
MATURE (4-WEEK-OLD) BrdU+ NEURONS 

Tg+/+ rats showed a significantly lower number of 
BrdU+/NeuN+ neurons in the dorsal hippocampus. 
**p<0.01 post-hoc analyses. N = 3-5 rats per group.  

AIM. To study hippocampal neurogenesis at pre-plaque stage (6-month-old) 
in hemizygous (Tg+/-) and homozygous (Tg+/+) McGill-R-Thy1-APP transgenic 
rats, that exhibits a much less aggressive neuropathology that nevertheless is 
associated with a marked cognitive impairment from early age. Results 
presented here replicate and extend those previously reported by the Cuello’s 
group at McGill University (Wilson  et al. 2017, Transl Psychiatry 7:e1190). 


